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@DirkSchwenk

I'mma put on the Rose Colored Glasses later. Lotsa good
stuff to chew on.

Rose Colored Glasses time. Tell me your fav part of the report! @ManchuCandidate

@LouiseMensch @john_sipher @20committee @soychicka @LincolnsBible

@mikes_booh @colbymommy @mountainsstars @ChiefCovfefe @gregolear

@traciemac_Bmore @lauferlaw @TrueFactsStated @valmaynard

What's the best part of the report? @davethetrumpetr @MelissaJPeltier

@2manydeserts @ninaandtito @karolcummins @fairchild01 @jenkirkman

@jazmin0809 @soychicka @peterpomeranzev @AshaRangappa_ @benimmo

@VickerySec @TimInHonolulu @michaelnorth @Deaf2Cheka

RCG 1: in the list of names included as Appendix B, the name that would fall where

"Sean Hannity" is in the alphabet in the alphabet ... it's redacted.

RCG 2: Mueller gives a L0NG explanation for why NO ONE IS ABOVE THE LAW.

RCG 3: They Russian guy Prince met in the Seychelles ... he wrote an email on

election night that said "Putin has won." That same guy - Dmitriev - gave a "peace

plan" Kushner, who shared it with Bannon and Tillereson.

RCG 4: One way to view letting Trump off the hook is that it means he can't/won't

pardon ANYONE since doing so might put him back in trouble when he is (kinda) in

the clear.

RCG 5: There is very little in here that seems to be a broader NATSEC investigation. I

read that to mean that all that is ongoing and was not considered part of the Mueller

report.

RCG 6: There are a lot of references to stuff done by the "Acting Attorney General"

(presumably Whittaker) which are then run by the "Deputy Attorney General"

(presumably Rosentstein). Which means Whitaker was CUT OUT while he was there.

RCG 7: There were 14 referrals for prosecution that were OUTSIDE of the jurisdiction

of the SC's office. Those included Cohen and Craig - the other 12 are not identified

and presumably not discussed in the report, since it isn't part of the jurisdictional

charge.

RCG 8: This seems likely to go very badly for Burr:
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Caroline Orr
@RVAwonk

This is big: Senate Intelligence Committee Chairman Richard 
Burr was a backchannel for the White House. He apparently 
passed along information about the FBI investigation to White 
House counsel Don McGahn, who passed it along to Trump.

7,374 6:22 PM - Apr 18, 2019

5,601 people are talking about this

This is a really great point. All this effort to bury is going BLOW BACK FOREVER.

Julie Kay 
@JulieKay0914

Replying to @DirkSchwenk
RCG 5: There are a ton of ongoing investigations that no amount 
of "I can't recall" is going to make disappear.

18 9:11 PM - Apr 18, 2019

See Julie Kay 's other Tweets

RCG 9: Maria Butina is either not part of the report or is one of the non-core

prosecutions that was referred out. THAT MEANS THAT THE UPCOMING

BUTINAPLOSION IN THE MIDDLE OF THE GOP IS A WHOLE THING UNTO

ITSELF.
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